
during the year he worked after graduating from high school. He worked
at the Del Mar Beach Club (where Les was a life guard on weekends).
I believe he continued to exercise with weights during his first year
at Washington State Univ., but not much after that, because of his
studies, and working to help pay his way.

I wasn't in doubt about what you might ask him, but he isn't as
forthcoming as I am! ! ! So wanted to first prepare himn and then get
his okay to send his address, etc. My daughter is delighted to think
she can contribute to part of a story - so there we go ! !

7. I have located all the
though several are getting thin
get prints. I do have original
if necessary. There were four
Bx10 glossy pics. So there are
priced their reproduction yet,
certainly would not charge you
you like copies of all, or only
get a price for you.

Yes, we do have all the material from our early days, and I
think my daughter would probably save it, after we are gone. Although,
by the time ihe was growing up, we were no longer active at Muscle
Beach - we continued in the Gym business for many years. She has
always loved to display our pictures, etc, or any magazine article
that came out,to her friends - she especially enjoyed doing this
while in co11ege. She has always been close to us, and over the
years we have had many "adventures" together. Though she never did
any acrobatics or balancing with us, she has worked out with weights,
and at present is a member of a health club in Vancouver, Wash. (where
she lives and works), also jogs on their track; and is a member of
a Search and Rescue Team ( a fledgling member, I should say). She has
done scuba diving, and been on many hikes with us over the years.
(Les and I are members of the Sierra Club)

Joe, I have no idea how many Albums we sold over the years. And
to believe that weusually most people did buy al-l four. Les seems

probably sold albums to about 1250 individuals,

negatives for the Album pictures,
and dim - but may still be able to

prints that negative can be made from,
Albums - each containing four sLze
16 pictures altogether. I haven't

so can't give you a price - bul I
more than the cost of printing. Would
part? Let me know, and then I will

or in other words perhaps
but it was over a2000 to 5000 albums.

fairly long period of
albums (fema1e, that

Sounds like a Large amount,
time. I don't recal1 anyone else selling photo

is ) at the time.

8 - Edith Roeder's address:

I wil-l- try to drop her a line in a
her address to you. I don't think
people do. She isn't too prompt at
enthusiastic woman.

few days and tell her that I gave
she will mind, though sometimes
letter writing - but a wonderful

9. As you probably will have already noticed I have sent you
material regarding the Muscle Beach Alumni Association, which is
Glgn Sundby's "baby". He has never been a weight lifter, but a


